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ASSET VISION® SERVERS OVERVIEW

Quickly identify server license and maintenance 
cost savings through a unified cloud service
Agentless server discovery provides inventory, normalization and transaction detection with 
dependency mapping in a single solution. It swiftly enables accurate reporting on waste through 
server application usage and precisely identifies unused and underutilized hardware and software.
Service Description
Asset Vision Servers is a subscription based, IT asset usage and management service for servers delivered through 
a secure cloud architecture. It collects the consumers and providers of services and the programs behind the service 
including all know common services such as web and SQL server. 
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About Scalable
Founded in 2008 Scalable Software Limited is a leading supplier of innovative IT Asset Management software. Scalable’s IT Asset Management solutions 
aim to assist IT Asset Managers and Software Asset Managers reduce compliance risk, minimize waste and cut costs. For more information:   
www.scalable.com or info@scalable.com.         2018DS00410

Key Functionality
Comprehesive Baselines. Full discovery of all Windows, 
OS X,  Linux, Solaris, AIX and HP-UX servers on physical 
and virtual machines with all device attributes. 

No Agent Required. Advanced, innovative discovery tech-
niques enable comphrehensive hardware and software 
data to be gathered. 

Service Dependencies. Asset Vision incorporates discov-
ery of devices that host services for use by other devices, 
and the discovery of devices that use these services with-
out the use of an agent.  

Cluster Support. Asset Vision Servers includes capabili-
ties for capturing information on computer clusters. This 
includes failover and workload balancing clusters.

Virtual History Tracking. Virtual to physical relationships 
and VM movement history for ESX clusters. This includes 
ESX Cluster Members, Nodes by Cluster Type, Windows 
Clusters, Cluster Nodes Locations and Licensable ser-
vices.

Scalablebility.  Works across heterogeneous platforms 
in a single scan without a loss of performance.

Fully Integrated with Asset Vision Suite. Provides an 
accurate and complete inventory of all IT assets. 

Server Utilization. Gathers specific SQL Server configu-
ration and utilization information to see, in one location, 
all the information needed to understand exactly SQL 


